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Communication layersCommunication layers

1.1. Physical platformPhysical platform
2.2. Logical platformLogical platform
3.3. Networked applicationNetworked application
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Classification Classification of of 
sharedshared--spacespace technologiestechnologies 1(21(2))

PhysicalPhysical realityreality
resides in the local, resides in the local, 
physical worldphysical world
here and nowhere and now

TelepresenceTelepresence
a real world location a real world location 
remote from the remote from the 
participant’s physical participant’s physical 
locationlocation
a a remoteremote--controlledcontrolled robotrobotBenford et al., 1998Benford et al., 1998

AugmentedAugmented
RealityReality

VirtualVirtual
RealityReality

PhysicalPhysical
RealityReality

TeleTele--
presencepresence

TransportationTransportation

ArtificialityArtificiality

locallocal remoteremote

syntheticsynthetic

physicalphysical
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Classification of Classification of 
sharedshared--spacespace technologiestechnologies 2(22(2))

AugmentedAugmented realityreality
synthetic objects are synthetic objects are 
overlaid on the local overlaid on the local 
environmentenvironment
a heada head--up display (HUD)up display (HUD)

VirtualVirtual realityreality
the participants are the participants are 
immersed in a remote, immersed in a remote, 
synthetic worldsynthetic world
multiplayer computer multiplayer computer 
gamegame

Benford et al., 1998Benford et al., 1998

AugmentedAugmented
RealityReality

VirtualVirtual
RealityReality

PhysicalPhysical
RealityReality

TeleTele--
presencepresence

TransportationTransportation

ArtificialityArtificiality

locallocal remoteremote

syntheticsynthetic

physicalphysical
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Physical platformPhysical platform

resource limitationsresource limitations
bandwidthbandwidth
latencylatency
processing power for handling the network trafficprocessing power for handling the network traffic

transmission techniques and protocolstransmission techniques and protocols
unicasting, multicasting, broadcastingunicasting, multicasting, broadcasting
Internet Protocol, TCP/IP, UDP/IPInternet Protocol, TCP/IP, UDP/IP
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Network communicationNetwork communication

BandwidthBandwidth

ProtocolProtocol

LatencyLatency

ReliabilityReliability

Node Node AA Node Node BB
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DataData transfertransfer 1(31(3))

Network latencyNetwork latency
network delaynetwork delay
the amount of time required to transfer a bit of data from the amount of time required to transfer a bit of data from 
one point to anotherone point to another
one one ofof the biggest challenges:the biggest challenges:

impacts directly the realism of the impacts directly the realism of the gamegame experienceexperience
we we cannotcannot muchmuch to reduce itto reduce it

originsorigins
speedspeed--ofof--light delaylight delay
endpoint computers, network hardware, operating systemsendpoint computers, network hardware, operating systems
the networkthe network itself, routersitself, routers
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DataData transfertransfer 2(32(3))

Network bandwidthNetwork bandwidth
the rate the rate at whichat which the network can deliver data to the the network can deliver data to the 
destination host (bits per second, destination host (bits per second, bps)bps)

NetworkNetwork reliabilityreliability
a measure of how much data is lost by the network a measure of how much data is lost by the network 
during the journey from source to destination hostduring the journey from source to destination host
types of data loss:types of data loss:

dropping: thedropping: the data does not arrivedata does not arrive
corruption: thecorruption: the content has been changedcontent has been changed
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DataData transfertransfer 3(33(3))

Network protocolNetwork protocol
aa set of rules that two applications use to set of rules that two applications use to 
communicate with each communicate with each otherother
packet formatspacket formats

understanding what the other endpoint is sayingunderstanding what the other endpoint is saying

packet semanticspacket semantics
what the recipient can what the recipient can assume when it receives a packetassume when it receives a packet

error error behaviourbehaviour
what to do what to do if (when)if (when) something goes wrongsomething goes wrong
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Internet Protocol (IP)Internet Protocol (IP)

LowLow--level protocols used by hosts and routerslevel protocols used by hosts and routers
Guides the packets from source to destination hostGuides the packets from source to destination host
Hides the transmission pathHides the transmission path

phone lines, LANs, WANs, wireless radios, satellite links, phone lines, LANs, WANs, wireless radios, satellite links, 
carrier pigeons…carrier pigeons…

Applications rarely use the IP directly but the protocols Applications rarely use the IP directly but the protocols 
that are written on top of IPthat are written on top of IP

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP/IP)Transmission Control Protocol (TCP/IP)
User Datagram Protocol (UDP/IP)User Datagram Protocol (UDP/IP)
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TCP versus UDPTCP versus UDP

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP/IP)Transmission Control Protocol (TCP/IP)

PointPoint--toto--point connectionpoint connection
Reliable transmission using Reliable transmission using 
acknowledgement and acknowledgement and 
retransmissionretransmission
StreamStream--based data semanticsbased data semantics

data checksumsdata checksums

Big Big overheadoverhead
Hard to Hard to ‘skip‘skip ahead’ahead’

UserUser DatagramDatagram Protocol (UDP/IP)Protocol (UDP/IP)
Lightweight data transmissionLightweight data transmission
Differs from TCPDiffers from TCP

connectionless transmissionconnectionless transmission
‘best‘best--efforts’efforts’ deliverydelivery
packetpacket--based data semanticsbased data semantics

Packets are easy to processPackets are easy to process
Transmission and receiving Transmission and receiving 
immediateimmediate
No connection information for No connection information for 
each host in the operating systemeach host in the operating system
Packet loss can be Packet loss can be handledhandled
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Transmission techniquesTransmission techniques

UnicastingUnicasting
single receiversingle receiver

MulticastingMulticasting
one or more receivers that have joined a multicast one or more receivers that have joined a multicast 
groupgroup

BroadcastingBroadcasting
all nodes in the network are receiversall nodes in the network are receivers
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IP BroadcastingIP Broadcasting

Using a single UDP/IP socket, the Using a single UDP/IP socket, the 
same packet can be sent to same packet can be sent to 
multiple destinations by repeating multiple destinations by repeating 
the send the send callcall

‘unicasting’‘unicasting’
great bandwidth is requiredgreat bandwidth is required
each host has to maintain a list of each host has to maintain a list of 
other hostsother hosts

IP broadcasting allows a single IP broadcasting allows a single 
transmission to be delivered to all transmission to be delivered to all 
hosts on the networkhosts on the network

aa special bit mask of receiving special bit mask of receiving 
hosts is used as a addresshosts is used as a address

With UDP/IP, the data is only With UDP/IP, the data is only 
delivered to delivered to the applicationsthe applications that that 
are receiving on a designated portare receiving on a designated port
BroadcastBroadcast is expensiveis expensive

each host has to receive and each host has to receive and 
process every broadcast packetprocess every broadcast packet

Only recommended (and only Only recommended (and only 
guaranteed) on guaranteed) on the local LANthe local LAN
Not suitable for InternetNot suitable for Internet--based based 
applicationsapplications
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IP IP multicastingmulticasting 1(31(3))

Packets are only Packets are only delivered delivered 
toto subscriberssubscribers
Subscribers must explicitly Subscribers must explicitly 
request packets from the request packets from the 
local distributorslocal distributors
No duplicate packets are sent No duplicate packets are sent 
down the same distribution down the same distribution 
pathpath
Original Original ‘publisher’‘publisher’ does not does not 
need to know all need to know all subscriberssubscribers
ReceiverReceiver--controlled controlled 
distributiondistribution
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IP IP multicastingmulticasting 2 (3)2 (3)

‘‘Distributors’Distributors’ are multicastare multicast--capable capable 
routersrouters
They construct a multicast They construct a multicast 
distribution treedistribution tree
Each multicast distribution tree is Each multicast distribution tree is 
represented by a pseudorepresented by a pseudo--IP address IP address 
(multicast IP address, class D (multicast IP address, class D 
address)address)

224.0.0.0224.0.0.0––239.255.255.255239.255.255.255
somesome addresses are reservedaddresses are reserved
local applications should use local applications should use 
239.0.0.0239.0.0.0––239.255.255.255239.255.255.255

Address collisions possibleAddress collisions possible
Internet Assigned Number Internet Assigned Number 
Authority (IANA)Authority (IANA)

ApplicationApplication can specify the IP can specify the IP 
timetime--toto--livelive (TTL) value(TTL) value

how far multicast packets should how far multicast packets should 
traveltravel
0: to the local host0: to the local host
1: on the local LAN1: on the local LAN
22––3131: to the local site (network): to the local site (network)
3232––6363: to the local region: to the local region
6464––127127: to the local continent: to the local continent
128128––254254: deliver globally: deliver globally
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IP IP multicastingmulticasting 3(33(3))

Provides desirable network efficiencyProvides desirable network efficiency
Allows partitioning of different types of data by using Allows partitioning of different types of data by using 
multiple multicast addressesmultiple multicast addresses
The playersThe players can announce their presence by using can announce their presence by using 
application’sapplication’s wellwell--known multicast known multicast addressaddress
Older routers do not support multicastingOlder routers do not support multicasting
MulticastMulticast--aware routers communicate directly by aware routers communicate directly by 
‘tunneling’‘tunneling’ data past the nondata past the non--multicast routers multicast routers 
(Multicast Backbone, (Multicast Backbone, MboneMbone))

Participant’s local router has to be multicastParticipant’s local router has to be multicast--capablecapable
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Selecting Selecting aa protocolprotocol 1(41(4))

Multiple protocols can be used in a single systemMultiple protocols can be used in a single system
Not which protocol should I use in my game but whichNot which protocol should I use in my game but which
protocol should I use to transmit protocol should I use to transmit this piece of this piece of informationinformation??
Using TCP/IPUsing TCP/IP

reliable data transmission between two hostsreliable data transmission between two hosts
packets are delivered in order, error handlingpackets are delivered in order, error handling
relatively easy to relatively easy to useuse
pointpoint--toto--point limits its use in largepoint limits its use in large--scale scale multiplayer gamesmultiplayer games
bandwidth bandwidth overheadoverhead
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Selecting Selecting a protocola protocol 2(42(4))

Using UDP/IPUsing UDP/IP
lightweightlightweight
offers no reliability offers no reliability nornor guarantees the order of packetsguarantees the order of packets
packets can be sent to multiple hostspackets can be sent to multiple hosts
deliver timedeliver time--sensitive information among a large number of sensitive information among a large number of hostshosts
more complex servicesmore complex services havehave to be implemented in the applicationto be implemented in the application

serialserial numbers, timestampsnumbers, timestamps
recovery of lost packetsrecovery of lost packets

positive acknowledgement schemepositive acknowledgement scheme
negative acknowledgement schemenegative acknowledgement scheme

more effective when the destination knows the sources and their more effective when the destination knows the sources and their frequencyfrequency

transmit a quench packet if packets are received too transmit a quench packet if packets are received too oftenoften
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Selecting Selecting a protocola protocol 3(43(4))

Using IP broadcastingUsing IP broadcasting
design considerations similar to (design considerations similar to (unicastunicast) UDP/IP ) UDP/IP 
limited to LANlimited to LAN
not for not for gamesgames with with a largea large number of participantsnumber of participants
toto distinguish different applications distinguish different applications using the sameusing the same port port 
numbernumber (or(or multicastmulticast address):address):

Avoid the problem entirely: assign the necessary numberAvoid the problem entirely: assign the necessary number
Detect conflict and renegotiate: notify the participants and dirDetect conflict and renegotiate: notify the participants and direct ect 
them to migrate a new port numberthem to migrate a new port number
Use protocol and instance magic numbers: each packet includes a Use protocol and instance magic numbers: each packet includes a 
magic number at a wellmagic number at a well--known positionknown position
Use encryptionUse encryption
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Selecting Selecting a protocola protocol 4(44(4))

Using IP multicastingUsing IP multicasting
provides provides a quitea quite efficientefficient wayway to transmit to transmit information among information among 
a large number of hostsa large number of hosts
information delivery is restrictedinformation delivery is restricted

timetime--toto--livelive
groupgroup subscriptionssubscriptions

preferred method for largepreferred method for large--scale scale multiplayer gamesmultiplayer games
how how to separateto separate the informationthe information flows among different flows among different 
multicast groupsmulticast groups

a singlea single group/address for all informationgroup/address for all information
several multicast several multicast groups to segment the informationgroups to segment the information
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Logical platformLogical platform

communication architecturecommunication architecture
peerpeer--toto--peerpeer
clientclient--serverserver
serverserver--networknetwork

data and control architecturedata and control architecture
centralizedcentralized
replicatedreplicated
distributeddistributed
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Communication architectureCommunication architecture

Single nodeSingle node

PeerPeer--toto--peerpeer

ClientClient––serverserver ServerServer--networknetwork
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Communication Communication architecture architecture 
(cont’d)(cont’d)

Logical connectionsLogical connections
how the messages how the messages flowflow

Physical connectionsPhysical connections
the wiresthe wires between the computersbetween the computers
the limiting factor in communication the limiting factor in communication 
architecture architecture designdesign
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Multiplayer Multiplayer clientclient––serverserver systems: systems: 
logicallogical architecturearchitecture

ClientClient--server systemserver system
each player sends packets to each player sends packets to otherother players via a serverplayers via a server

Server slows down the message deliveryServer slows down the message delivery
Benefits of Benefits of having ahaving a serverserver

no need tono need to send all packets to all playerssend all packets to all players
compress multiple packets to a single packetcompress multiple packets to a single packet
smooth outsmooth out the packet flowthe packet flow
reliable communication without the overhead of a fully reliable communication without the overhead of a fully 
connected connected gamegame
administrationadministration
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Multiplayer clientMultiplayer client––server systems:server systems:
physical architecture (on a LAN)physical architecture (on a LAN)

All messages in the same wireAll messages in the same wire

Server has to provide some addedServer has to provide some added--value value 
functionfunction

collecting datacollecting data

compressing and redistributing informationcompressing and redistributing information

additional computationadditional computation
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Traditional Traditional clientclient––serverserver

Server may act asServer may act as
broadcast reflectorbroadcast reflector
filtering reflectorfiltering reflector
packet aggregation packet aggregation serverserver

Scalability problemsScalability problems
all traffic all traffic goes throughgoes through
the serverthe server

ServerServer--network network 
architecture
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architecture
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Multiplayer Multiplayer serverserver--network network 
architecturearchitecture

PlayersPlayers can locate in the same place in the can locate in the same place in the game world,game world, but but reside reside 
onon different different serversservers

real world ≠ game worldreal world ≠ game world

ServerServer--toto--server connections transmit server connections transmit the worldthe world state state 
informationinformation

WAN, LANWAN, LAN

Each server serves a number of client playersEach server serves a number of client players
LAN, modem, cable modemLAN, modem, cable modem

ScalabilityScalability
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Partitioning Partitioning clientsclients acrossacross
multiplemultiple serversservers

The servers exchange The servers exchange 
controlcontrol messages among messages among 
themselvesthemselves

inform the interestsinform the interests of their of their 
clientsclients

Reduces the workload on Reduces the workload on 
each servereach server
Incurs a greaterIncurs a greater latencylatency
The totalThe total processing and processing and 
bandwidth requirements bandwidth requirements 
are are greatergreater
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Partitioning the Partitioning the game worldgame world acrossacross
multiplemultiple serversservers

Each server manages clients Each server manages clients 
located within a certain located within a certain 
regionregion
Client communicates with Client communicates with 
different serves as it different serves as it movesmoves
Possibility to aggregate Possibility to aggregate 
messagesmessages
Eliminates a lot of network Eliminates a lot of network 
traffictraffic
Requires Requires advancedadvanced
configurationconfiguration
Is Is a regiona region visible from visible from 
another region?CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

SS SS

SS SS

another region?
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Server Server hierarchieshierarchies

CC
CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

SS SS

SS SS
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SS

Servers themselves Servers themselves act asact as clientsclients

Packet fromPacket from an upstreaman upstream server:server:
deliver to deliver to the interestedthe interested
downstream clientsdownstream clients

Packet from Packet from a downstreama downstream client:client:
deliver to deliver to the interestedthe interested
downstream clientsdownstream clients

if other regions are interested in if other regions are interested in 
the the packetpacket then then deliver itdeliver it to to the the 
upstreamupstream serverserver
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PeerPeer--toto--peerpeer architecturesarchitectures

In the In the idealideal largelarge--scale scale networked gamenetworked game design, design, avoid havingavoid having
servers at allservers at all

eventually we cannot scale outeventually we cannot scale out

a finitea finite number of playersnumber of players

Design Design goalgoal
peerpeer--toto--peer communicationpeer communication

scalable within resources scalable within resources 

PeerPeer--toto--peer: communication peer: communication goesgoes directly from the sending directly from the sending 
player to the receiving player (or player to the receiving player (or a seta set of them)of them)
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PeerPeer--toto--peer with multicastpeer with multicast

For a scalable multiplayer game on a LAN, use For a scalable multiplayer game on a LAN, use 
multicastmulticast
To utilize multicast, assign packets to proper multicast To utilize multicast, assign packets to proper multicast 
groupsgroups
AreaArea--ofof--interest managementinterest management

assign outgoing packets to the right groupsassign outgoing packets to the right groups
receive incoming packets to the appropriate multicast groupsreceive incoming packets to the appropriate multicast groups
keep track of available groupskeep track of available groups
even out stream informationeven out stream information
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PeerPeer--serverserver systemssystems

PeerPeer--toto--peer: minimizes peer: minimizes 
latency, latency, consumesconsumes bandwidthbandwidth
ClientClient––serverserver: effective : effective 
aggregation and filtering, aggregation and filtering, 
increasesincreases latencylatency
Hybrid Hybrid peerpeer--server:server:

overover shortshort--haul, highhaul, high--
bandwidth links: peerbandwidth links: peer--toto--peerpeer
overover longlong--haul, lowhaul, low--bandwidth bandwidth 
links: links: clientclient--serverserver

Each entity has own Each entity has own 
multicast groupmulticast group
WellWell--connected hosts connected hosts 
subscribe directly subscribe directly to ato a
multicast group (peermulticast group (peer--toto--
peer)peer)
PoorlyPoorly--connected hosts connected hosts 
subscribesubscribe to ato a forwarding serverforwarding server
Forwarding server subscribes Forwarding server subscribes 
to to the entitiesthe entities’ multicast ’ multicast 
groupsgroups

aggregation, aggregation, filteringfiltering
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Data and control architecturesData and control architectures

Where does the data reside and how it can be Where does the data reside and how it can be 
updated?updated?

CentralizedCentralized
one node holds a full copy of the dataone node holds a full copy of the data

ReplicatedReplicated
all nodes hold a full copy of the dataall nodes hold a full copy of the data

DistributedDistributed
one node holds a partial copy of the dataone node holds a partial copy of the data
all nodes combined hold a full copy of the dataall nodes combined hold a full copy of the data

Consistency vs. responsivenessConsistency vs. responsiveness
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Requirements for data and control Requirements for data and control 
architecturesarchitectures

Consistency: nodes should have the same view on the data Consistency: nodes should have the same view on the data 
centralized: simplecentralized: simple——one node binds them all!one node binds them all!
replicated: hardreplicated: hard——how to make sure that every replica gets updated?how to make sure that every replica gets updated?
distributed: quite simpledistributed: quite simple——only one copy of the piece of data exists (but only one copy of the piece of data exists (but 
where?)where?)

Responsiveness: nodes should have a quick access to the dataResponsiveness: nodes should have a quick access to the data
centralized: hardcentralized: hard——all updates must go through the centre nodeall updates must go through the centre node
replicated: simplereplicated: simple——just do it!just do it!
distributed: quite simpledistributed: quite simple——just do it (if data is in the local node) or send just do it (if data is in the local node) or send 
an update message (but to whom?)an update message (but to whom?)
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CentralizedCentralized architecturearchitecture

EnsureEnsure that all that all nodesnodes have identical informationhave identical information

CentralizedCentralized
Data StoreData Store

StateState

State
Read

Update

Update

Read

UserUser UserUserSynchronizationSynchronization
LocksLocksUserUser UserUser

UserUser UserUser
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Problem: Who’s got the ball now?Problem: Who’s got the ball now?

x, y, zx, y, z

AA

BB
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‘‘Eventual’Eventual’ consistencyconsistency

CentralizedCentralized
Data StoreData Store

StateState

State
Read

Update

Update

Read

UserUser

UserUser
UserUser

UserUser

UserUser
UserUser

PerPer--clientclient
FIFO EventFIFO Event

QueuesQueues

PerPer--clientclient
FIFO EventFIFO Event

QueuesQueues

SynchronizationSynchronization
LocksLocks
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Pull and Pull and pushpush

The clients The clients ‘pull’‘pull’ information when they need itinformation when they need it

makemake a request whenever data access is neededa request whenever data access is needed

problem: unnecessaryproblem: unnecessary delays,delays, if the state data has not if the state data has not changedchanged

The server can ‘push’ the information to the clients The server can ‘push’ the information to the clients 
whenever the state is updatedwhenever the state is updated

clientsclients can maintain a local cachecan maintain a local cache

problem: excessive traffic, if the clients are interested only aproblem: excessive traffic, if the clients are interested only a
small subset of  the overall datasmall subset of  the overall data
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Replicated architectureReplicated architecture

NodesNodes exchange messages exchange messages 
directlydirectly

ensureensure that all that all nodesnodes receive receive 
updatesupdates

determine a common global determine a common global 
ordering for updatesordering for updates

No central hostNo central host

Every Every nodenode has an identical has an identical 
viewview

All state information is accessed All state information is accessed 
from from local nodelocal node
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Distributed architectureDistributed architecture

State information is distributed among the State information is distributed among the 
participating playersparticipating players

who gets what?who gets what?

what to do when a new player joins the game?what to do when a new player joins the game?

what to do when an existing player leaves the game?what to do when an existing player leaves the game?

⇒⇒ Entity ownershipEntity ownership
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Problem: Who’s got the ball now? Problem: Who’s got the ball now? 
(part II)(part II)

AA BB
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Entity ownershipEntity ownership

Ensure that Ensure that a shared statea shared state can only be updated by one can only be updated by one 
nodenode at a timeat a time

exactlyexactly one one nodenode has has the ownershipthe ownership of the stateof the state
the ownerthe owner periodicallyperiodically broadcasts broadcasts the value of the statethe value of the state

TypicallyTypically player’splayer’s own own representation (avatar)representation (avatar) is owned is owned 
by by thatthat playerplayer
Locks on other entities are managed by Locks on other entities are managed by a locka lock manager manager 
serverserver

clientsclients query to obtain ownership and contact to release itquery to obtain ownership and contact to release it
thethe server ensures that each entity has only one ownerserver ensures that each entity has only one owner
thethe server owns the entity if no one else doesserver owns the entity if no one else does
failurefailure recoveryrecovery
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LockLock manager: Examplemanager: Example

AA BB

Lock ManagerLock Manager

GrantGrant
LockLock

RequestRequest
LockLock

RequestRequest
LockLock

RejectReject
LockLock

Update StateUpdate State
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Proxy Proxy updateupdate

AA BB
Update Position (A)Update Position (A)

Request Update PositionRequest Update Position
Update Position (B)Update Position (B)

NonNon--ownerowner sendssends an update request to the an update request to the owner of the stateowner of the state
The owner The owner decides whether it acceptsdecides whether it accepts thethe updateupdate
The owner serves as a proxyThe owner serves as a proxy
Generates anGenerates an extra message on each extra message on each nonnon--ownerowner updateupdate
Suitable when Suitable when nonnon--ownerowner updates are rare or many updates are rare or many nodesnodes wantwant
to update the stateto update the state
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Ownership Ownership transfertransfer

AA BB

Lock ManagerLock Manager

Update Position (A)Update Position (A)
Request OwnershipRequest Ownership

Notify LockNotify Lock
TransferTransfer

AcknowledgeAcknowledge
Lock TransferLock Transfer

Grant OwnershipGrant Ownership
Update Position (B)Update Position (B)
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Ownership Ownership transfertransfer (cont’d)(cont’d)

The lock manager has the lock information at all timesThe lock manager has the lock information at all times

If the If the nodenode fails, the lock manager defines the current fails, the lock manager defines the current 
lock ownership lock ownership statestate

Lock ownership transfer incurs extra message overheadLock ownership transfer incurs extra message overhead

Suitable when a single Suitable when a single nodenode is going to make a series of is going to make a series of 
updates and there is little contention among updates and there is little contention among nodesnodes
wishing to make wishing to make updatesupdates
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Networked applicationNetworked application

Department of Defense (DoD)Department of Defense (DoD)
SIMNETSIMNET
Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS)Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS)
HighHigh--Level Architecture (HLA)Level Architecture (HLA)

Academic NVEsAcademic NVEs
PARADISEPARADISE
DIVEDIVE
BrickNetBrickNet
other academic projectsother academic projects

Networked games and demosNetworked games and demos
SGI SGI Flight,Flight, DogfightDogfight and and Falcon A.T.Falcon A.T.
DoomDoom
other multiplayer gamesother multiplayer games
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History and History and evolutionevolution

19801980 19901990 20002000
SIMNETSIMNET DISDIS HLAHLA

DVEDVE CVECVE
DIVE, Spline, MASSIVE, CovenDIVE, Spline, MASSIVE, Coven

NPSNET, STOWNPSNET, STOW

MilitaryMilitary

AcademicAcademic

EntertainmentEntertainment
AmazeAmaze

RB2RB2

DoomDoomMUDMUD Battle.netBattle.net
Ultima OnlineUltima Online

Air WarriorAir Warrior
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U.S. DepartmentU.S. Department of of Defense Defense 
(DoD)(DoD)

The largestThe largest developer of developer of networked virtual networked virtual 
environments (NVEs)environments (NVEs) for use as simulation systemsfor use as simulation systems

one of the first to develop NVEs with its SIMNET systemone of the first to develop NVEs with its SIMNET system
the first to do work on largethe first to do work on large--scale scale NVEsNVEs

SIMNET (simulator networking)SIMNET (simulator networking)
begun 1983, delivered 1990begun 1983, delivered 1990
a distributed military virtual environment developed for a distributed military virtual environment developed for 
DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency)DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency)
develop a develop a ‘low‘low--cost’cost’ NVE for training small units (tanks, NVE for training small units (tanks, 
helicopters,…) to fight as a teamhelicopters,…) to fight as a team
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SIMNETSIMNET

Technical Technical challengeschallenges
how to fabricate highhow to fabricate high--quality, lowquality, low--cost simulatorscost simulators
how to network them how to network them together to create a consistent together to create a consistent 
battlefieldbattlefield

TestbedTestbed
11 sites with 11 sites with 5050––100100 simulators at each sitesimulators at each site
a simulatora simulator isis the portal to the synthetic environmentthe portal to the synthetic environment
participantsparticipants can interact/play with otherscan interact/play with others
play was play was unscriptedunscripted free playfree play
confined to confined to the chainthe chain of commandof command
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SIMNET SIMNET (cont’d)(cont’d)

BasicBasic componentscomponents

i.i. An objectAn object--event architectureevent architecture

ii.ii. A notion of autonomous simulator nodesA notion of autonomous simulator nodes

iii.iii. An embedded set of predictive An embedded set of predictive modellingmodelling

algorithms algorithms (i.e., ‘dead(i.e., ‘dead reckoning’)reckoning’)
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i. Objecti. Object--eventevent architecturearchitecture

ModelsModels the world as a collection of the world as a collection of objectsobjects
vehicles and weapon systems that can interactvehicles and weapon systems that can interact
a single object is usually managed by a single a single object is usually managed by a single hosthost
‘selective functional fidelity’‘selective functional fidelity’

ModelsModels interactions between objects as a interactions between objects as a 
collectioncollection of of eventsevents

messages indicating a change in the world or object statemessages indicating a change in the world or object state
The basic terrain and structures are separate from the The basic terrain and structures are separate from the 
collection of objectscollection of objects

if the structure can be destroyed then it has to be reclassifiedif the structure can be destroyed then it has to be reclassified
as an object, as an object, whose statewhose state is continually transmitted onto the is continually transmitted onto the 
networknetwork
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ii. Autonomousii. Autonomous simulatorsimulator nodesnodes

Individual players, vehicles, and weapon systems on the network Individual players, vehicles, and weapon systems on the network are are responsibleresponsible
for transmitting for transmitting accuratelyaccurately their current statetheir current state
Autonomous nodes do not interact with the recipients by any otheAutonomous nodes do not interact with the recipients by any other wayr way
Recipients are responsible Recipients are responsible for receivingfor receiving state change state change information and makinginformation and making
appropriate appropriate changes to their local model of the worldchanges to their local model of the world
Lack of a central serverLack of a central server

single pointsingle point failures do not crash the whole simulationfailures do not crash the whole simulation
players can join and leave at any players can join and leave at any time (persistency)time (persistency)

Each node is responsible for one or more objectsEach node is responsible for one or more objects
the node the node has tohas to sendsend update packetsupdate packets toto the network whenever its objects have the network whenever its objects have 
changed enough changed enough to notify the other nodesto notify the other nodes of theof the changechange
a ‘heartbeat’a ‘heartbeat’ message, usually every 5 secondsmessage, usually every 5 seconds
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iii. Predictiveiii. Predictive modellingmodelling
algorithmsalgorithms

An embedded and wellAn embedded and well--defined set of predictivedefined set of predictive
modelling algorithms called modelling algorithms called dead reckoningdead reckoning
Average SIMNETAverage SIMNET packet packet rates:rates:

1 per second for slow1 per second for slow--moving ground vehiclesmoving ground vehicles
3 per second for air vehicles3 per second for air vehicles

OtherOther packetspackets
fire: a weapon has been launcedfire: a weapon has been launced
indirectindirect fire: a ballistic weapon has been launcedfire: a ballistic weapon has been launced
collision: a vehicle hits an objectcollision: a vehicle hits an object
impact: a weapon hits an objectimpact: a weapon hits an object
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Distributed Interactive Distributed Interactive 
Simulation (DIS)Simulation (DIS)

Derived from SIMNETDerived from SIMNET
objectobject--eventevent architecturearchitecture
autonomousautonomous distributed simulation nodesdistributed simulation nodes
predictivepredictive modellingmodelling algorithmsalgorithms

CoversCovers more simulation more simulation requirementsrequirements
to allow any type of player, on any type of machineto allow any type of player, on any type of machine
to achieve larger simulationsto achieve larger simulations

First version of the IEEE standard for DIS appeared 1993First version of the IEEE standard for DIS appeared 1993
Protocol data unit (PDU)Protocol data unit (PDU)

determine whendetermine when each vehicle (node) should issue a each vehicle (node) should issue a PDUPDU
the DIS the DIS standardstandard defines 27 different defines 27 different PDUsPDUs
only 4 of them interact with only 4 of them interact with the environment: entitythe environment: entity state, fire, state, fire, 
detonation, and collisiondetonation, and collision
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Issuing Issuing PDUsPDUs

The vehicle’s node is responsible The vehicle’s node is responsible ofof issuingissuing PDUsPDUs
entity state PDU entity state PDU 

when when positionposition, orientation, , orientation, velocity changesvelocity changes sufficiently (i.e.,sufficiently (i.e., others others 
cannot accurately predict the cannot accurately predict the position any more)position any more)
as a heartbeat if as a heartbeat if the timethe time threshold (5 threshold (5 seconds) isseconds) is reached after reached after the the 
lastlast entity state PDUentity state PDU

fire PDUfire PDU
detonation PDUdetonation PDU

a fired projectile explodesa fired projectile explodes
node’s vehicle has died (death selfnode’s vehicle has died (death self--determination)determination)

collision PDUcollision PDU
vehicle has collided with somethingvehicle has collided with something
detection is detection is left upleft up to the individual nodeto the individual node
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HighHigh--Level Architecture (HLA)Level Architecture (HLA)

Aims at providing a general architecture and services Aims at providing a general architecture and services 
for distributed data exchange.for distributed data exchange.
While the DIS protocol is closely linked with the While the DIS protocol is closely linked with the 
properties of properties of militarymilitary units and vehicles, HLA does not units and vehicles, HLA does not 
prescribe any specific implementation or technology.prescribe any specific implementation or technology.

could be used also with noncould be used also with non--military applications (e.g., military applications (e.g., 
computer games)computer games)
targeted towards new simulation developmentstargeted towards new simulation developments

HLA was issued as IEEE Standard 1516 in 2000.HLA was issued as IEEE Standard 1516 in 2000.
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Academic Academic research projectsresearch projects

DoD’s projectsDoD’s projects
largelarge--scalescale virtual environmentsvirtual environments
mostmost of the research is unavailableof the research is unavailable
lacklack--ofof--availabilityavailability, lack, lack--ofof--generalitygenerality

Academic community has reinvented, extended, Academic community has reinvented, extended, and and 
documenteddocumented what what DoDDoD has donehas done

PARADISEPARADISE
DIVEDIVE
BrickNetBrickNet
and many more…and many more…
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PARADISEPARADISE

Performance Architecture for Advanced Distributed Performance Architecture for Advanced Distributed 
Interactive Simulations Environments (PARADISE)Interactive Simulations Environments (PARADISE)
Initiated in 1993 at Stanford UniversityInitiated in 1993 at Stanford University
A design for a network architecture forA design for a network architecture for thousands ofthousands of
usersusers
Assign a different multicast address to each active Assign a different multicast address to each active 
objectobject
Object updates similar Object updates similar toto SIMNET and DISSIMNET and DIS
A hierarchy of A hierarchy of areaarea--ofof--interestinterest serversservers

monitor the positions of objectsmonitor the positions of objects
which multicast addresses are relevantwhich multicast addresses are relevant
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DIVEDIVE

Distributed Interactive Virtual Environment (DIVE)Distributed Interactive Virtual Environment (DIVE)
Swedish Institute of Computer ScienceSwedish Institute of Computer Science
To solve problems of collaboration and interactionTo solve problems of collaboration and interaction
Simulate a large shared memory over a networkSimulate a large shared memory over a network
Distributed, fully replicated databaseDistributed, fully replicated database
Entire database is dynamicEntire database is dynamic

add new objectsadd new objects
modify the existing databasesmodify the existing databases
reliabilityreliability and and consistencyconsistency
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BrickNetBrickNet

NationalNational University of Singapore, started in 1991University of Singapore, started in 1991
Support for graphical, Support for graphical, behaviouralbehavioural, and network , and network 
modellingmodelling of virtual worldsof virtual worlds
Allows objects to be shared by multiple Allows objects to be shared by multiple virtual worldsvirtual worlds
No replicated databaseNo replicated database
The virtual world is partitioned among the various The virtual world is partitioned among the various 
clientsclients
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Other academic projectsOther academic projects

MASSIVEMASSIVE
different interaction media: graphics, audio and textdifferent interaction media: graphics, audio and text
awarenessawareness--based filtering: each entity expresses a focus and nimbus for eabased filtering: each entity expresses a focus and nimbus for each ch 
medium medium 

Distributed Worlds Transfer and Communication Protocol (DWTP)Distributed Worlds Transfer and Communication Protocol (DWTP)
each object can specify whether a particular event requires a reeach object can specify whether a particular event requires a reliable distribution liable distribution 
and what is the event’s maximum update frequencyand what is the event’s maximum update frequency

RealReal--Time Transport Protocol (RTP/I) Time Transport Protocol (RTP/I) 
ensures that all application instances look as if all operationsensures that all application instances look as if all operations have been executed have been executed 
in the same orderin the same order

Synchronous Collaboration Transport Protocol (SCTP) Synchronous Collaboration Transport Protocol (SCTP) 
collaboration on closely coupled, highly synchronized taskscollaboration on closely coupled, highly synchronized tasks
the interaction stream has critical messages (especially the lasthe interaction stream has critical messages (especially the last one) which are sent t one) which are sent 
reliably, while the rest are sent by best effort transportreliably, while the rest are sent by best effort transport
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Networked Networked demosdemos and and gamesgames

SGI SGI FlightFlight
3D aeroplane simulator demo3D aeroplane simulator demo for Siliconfor Silicon Graphics workstation, Graphics workstation, 19831983––8484

serialserial cable between two workstationscable between two workstations
Ethernet networkEthernet network
users could see each other’s planes, but no users could see each other’s planes, but no interactioninteraction

SGI SGI DogfightDogfight
modification of modification of FlightFlight, 1985, 1985
interaction by shootinginteraction by shooting
packets were transmitted at frame packets were transmitted at frame rate → cloggedrate → clogged the networkthe network
limited uplimited up to ten to ten playersplayers

Falcon A.T.Falcon A.T.
commercial game by Spectrum Holobyte, 1988commercial game by Spectrum Holobyte, 1988
dogfighting between two players using a modemdogfighting between two players using a modem
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Networked Networked games: games: DoomDoom

id Software, 1993id Software, 1993

FirstFirst--personperson shootershooter (FPS) for PCs(FPS) for PCs

Part of the game was released as shareware Part of the game was released as shareware in 1993in 1993

extremely popularextremely popular

created a gamut of variantscreated a gamut of variants

Flooded LANs with packets at frame rateFlooded LANs with packets at frame rate
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Networked games: ‘First Networked games: ‘First 
generation’generation’

PeerPeer--toto--peer architecturespeer architectures
each participating computer is an equal to every othereach participating computer is an equal to every other
inputs and outputs are synchronizedinputs and outputs are synchronized
each computer executes the same code on the same set of dataeach computer executes the same code on the same set of data

Advantages:Advantages:
determinism ensures that each player has the same virtual envirodeterminism ensures that each player has the same virtual environmentnment
relatively simple to implementrelatively simple to implement

Problems:Problems:
persistency: players cannot join and leave the game at willpersistency: players cannot join and leave the game at will
scalability: network traffic explodes with more playersscalability: network traffic explodes with more players
reliability: coping with communication failuresreliability: coping with communication failures
security: too easy to cheatsecurity: too easy to cheat
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Networked games: ‘Second Networked games: ‘Second 
generation’generation’

ClientClient––server architecturesserver architectures
one computer (a server) keeps the game state and makes decisionsone computer (a server) keeps the game state and makes decisions on on 
updatesupdates
clients convey players’ input and display the appropriate outputclients convey players’ input and display the appropriate output but do but do 
not inlude (much) game logicnot inlude (much) game logic

Advantages: Advantages: 
generates less network traffic generates less network traffic 
supports more playerssupports more players
allows persistent virtual worldsallows persistent virtual worlds

Problems:Problems:
responsiveness: what if the connection to the server is slow or responsiveness: what if the connection to the server is slow or the server the server 
gets overburdened?gets overburdened?
security: server authority abuse, client authority abusesecurity: server authority abuse, client authority abuse
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Networked games: ‘Third Networked games: ‘Third 
generation’generation’

ClientClient––server architecture with prediction algorithmsserver architecture with prediction algorithms
clients use dead reckoningclients use dead reckoning

Advantages:Advantages:
reduces the network traffic furtherreduces the network traffic further
copes with higher latencies and packet delivery failurescopes with higher latencies and packet delivery failures

Problems:Problems:
consistency: if there is no unequivocal game state, consistency: if there is no unequivocal game state, how to how to 
solve conflicts as they arise?solve conflicts as they arise?
security: packet interception, looksecurity: packet interception, look--ahead cheatingahead cheating
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Networked games: ‘Fourth Networked games: ‘Fourth 
generation’generation’

Generalized clientGeneralized client––server architectureserver architecture
the game state is stored in a serverthe game state is stored in a server
clients maintain a subset of the game state locally to reduce clients maintain a subset of the game state locally to reduce 
communicationcommunication

Advantages:Advantages:
traffic between the server and the clients is reducedtraffic between the server and the clients is reduced
clients can response more promptlyclients can response more promptly

Problems:Problems:
boundaries: what data is kept locally in the client?boundaries: what data is kept locally in the client?
updating: does the subset of game state change over time?updating: does the subset of game state change over time?
consistency: how to solve conflicts as they occur?consistency: how to solve conflicts as they occur?
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Future trends? Part 1: Massive Future trends? Part 1: Massive 
multiplayer online gamesmultiplayer online games

Name Publisher Released Subscribers

Ultima OnlineUltima Online Origin SystemsOrigin Systems 19971997 250,000250,000

EverQuestEverQuest Sony Sony 
EntertainmentEntertainment

19991999 430,000430,000

Asheron’s CallAsheron’s Call MicrosoftMicrosoft 19991999 NN//AA

Dark Age of Dark Age of 
CamelotCamelot

Sierra StudiosSierra Studios 20012001 250,000250,000

Sims OnlineSims Online Electronic ArtsElectronic Arts 20022002 97,00097,000

Star Wars GalaxiesStar Wars Galaxies LucasArtsLucasArts 20032003 NN//AA
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Future trends? Part 2: LocationFuture trends? Part 2: Location--
based gamesbased games

ARQuakeARQuake, School of Computer and Information , School of Computer and Information 
Science, University of South Australia Science, University of South Australia 
augmented reality version of augmented reality version of QuakeQuake: walk around in the : walk around in the 
real world and play real world and play QuakeQuake against virtual monstersagainst virtual monsters
componentscomponents

head mounted displayhead mounted display
mobile computer mobile computer 
head trackerhead tracker
GPS system GPS system 
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